NOTE

Some of the maps and statistics in this remedial proposal use the original numbers assigned by REDAPPL. Below are the conversions to public plan numbers:

REDAPPL: Pate Remedial Plan: Minimalist: 1017C
Public Plan: Pate Remedial Plan: Minimalist: 1407C

REDAPPL: Pate Remedial Plan: Expansionist: 1018C
Public Plan: Pate Remedial Plan: Expansionist: 1408C

In addition, some of the reports have been combined to reduce the paperwork. However, all data as printed by Texas Legislative Council in these reports are complete, and no data have been excised.

I hereby certify that all maps and statistics herein have remained unchanged in REDAPPL since the printing of these documents by Texas Legislative Council

A. J. Pate
July 12, 2006